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Complement evasion by human
pathogens
John D. Lambris*, Daniel Ricklin* and Brian V. Geisbrecht‡

Abstract | The human immune system has developed an elaborate network of cascades for
dealing with microbial intruders. Owing to its ability to rapidly recognize and eliminate
microorganisms, the complement system is an essential and efficient component of this
machinery. However, many pathogenic organisms have found ways to escape the attack of
complement through a range of different mechanisms. Recent discoveries in this field have
provided important insights into these processes on a molecular level. These vital
developments could augment our knowledge of the pathology and treatment of infectious
and inflammatory diseases.
Pattern-recognition
receptor
A highly diverse group of
soluble and surface-bound
proteins that can detect
specific molecular surface
structures. These receptors are
important for discriminating
between self and non-self cells
(for example, microorganisms)
and are, therefore, found in
various pathways of the
immune system. Prominent
examples in the complement
system are C1q and
mannose-binding lectin.
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Evading the manifold attacks of the immune system is
a key determinant for the survival of pathogens within
their hosts. It is not surprising, therefore, that the coexistence and co-evolution of humans and microorganisms
has produced a multitude of microbial mechanisms for
attenuating or escaping these attacks. As a first line of
defence against pathogenic intruders, and a mediator
between the innate and adaptive immune responses, the
complement system is a particular focus of these evasion
strategies. Although this carefully regulated cascade of
enzymes, protein complexes and receptors ensures the
rapid recognition and elimination of foreign structures, it also offers many sites of interference that can
disrupt this balanced network of protein interactions.
A detailed understanding of the individual processes
and the underlying interactions on a molecular level is
essential for describing the mechanisms of infectious
diseases and the development of new therapies. Recent
discoveries of complement-targeting proteins, the availability of complete microbial genome sequences and
advances in experimental methods have propelled this
area of research, and provide fascinating insights into
complement attack and evasion. Many pathogens seem
to have developed parallel routes for escaping complement, and several evasion principles are shared not only
among members of the same genus but even among
diverse organisms, such as bacteria, viruses, fungi and
parasites.
In this Review, we will provide a comprehensive overview and update of the exciting recent developments in
this field. After a short introduction that will discuss the
diverse role of the complement system in defence, disease and infection, the emphasis will be on the functional
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and structural aspects of the evasion strategies of human
pathogens. Rather than separating them by organism, we
classify distinct and common mechanisms for all pathogens based on their mode of action. In light of recent
findings, the unique evasion strategies of Staphylococcus
aureus will be analysed in more detail. Finally, the
potential impact of these developments on prospective
antimicrobial and complement-specific therapeutics will
be discussed.

The human complement system
The complement system is a central component of the
innate immune response and fulfils numerous functions, including the recognition of foreign cells, communication with and activation of adaptive immunity
and the removal of cellular debris (reviewed inREFS 1–5).
Complement consists of a well-balanced network of
circulating and cell-surface-bound proteins, which
serve as substrates, enzymes or modulators of a hierarchical series of extracellular proteolytic cascades.
There are three established mechanisms of complement activation; these are known as the classical, lectin
and alternative pathways (FIG. 1a). The initial steps that
trigger these activation processes differ considerably.
The classical pathway is stimulated by the recognition of antigen–antibody complexes on foreign-cell
surfaces by the hexameric complement component
C1q. Structurally similar pattern-recognition receptors,
mannose-binding lectin (MBL) and ficolins, bind
to carbohydrate ligands on microbial intruders and
initiate the lectin pathway. Conversely, the alternative
pathway is stimulated by the spontaneous hydrolysis of
native C3 or the presence of foreign surface structures
www.nature.com/reviews/micro
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(FIG. 1a). Recent findings suggest that additional proc-

esses, such as the C2-bypass6 and extrinsic protease7
pathways or properdin-mediated direct convertase
assembly on microbial surfaces 8, can also initiate
complement activation.

All of the complement cascades culminate in the
central cleavage of C3 and the generation of its active
fragments C3a and C3b (FIG. 1a) . Opsonization of
foreign surfaces by covalently attached C3b fulfils
three major functions: cell clearance by phagocytosis;
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Figure 1 | Activation and evasion of complement. a | After activation of the complement system
by antibody complexes
Nature Reviews | Microbiology
(classical pathway (CP)), terminal mannose (lectin pathway (LP)) or by spontaneous and induced C3 hydrolysis (alternative
pathway (AP)), the C3 convertases cleave C3 to its active fragments C3a and C3b. Covalent binding of C3b (opsonization)
amplifies the cascade and mediates phagocytosis and adaptive immune responses by binding to complement receptors
(CRs). Accumulation of deposited C3b also leads to the assembly of C5 convertases that activate C5 to C5a and C5b.
Whereas C5b initiates the formation of the lytic membrane-attack complex (MAC), the anaphylatoxins C3a and C5a induce
pro-inflammatory and chemotactic responses by binding to their receptors (C3aR and C5aR). On pathogenic surfaces,
properdin (P) induces and stabilizes the AP C3 convertase, which leads to enhanced complement activity.
b | Microorganisms have developed many ways to evade complement actions. Suppression of CP activation can be achieved
by trapping endogenous C1 inhibitor (C1-INH) to the surface or by inactivating antibodies through the capture of their Fc
regions. Whereas the recruitment of soluble regulators by capturing host proteins is a common strategy to impair
downstream complement actions, certain viruses also produce structural mimics of these regulators. In addition, some
microbial proteins have similar activities to CD59 in preventing MAC formation. Direct inhibition of C3, the C3 and C5
convertases, C5 or the C5a receptor (C5aR) is a prominent strategy ofStaphylococcus aureus. Finally, a set of different
microbial proteases can degrade many of the crucial components of the complement system. These proteases act directly
or by capturing and activating a human protease. An extended list of complement evasion proteins can be found in
Supplementary information S1 (table). Increased and decreased activity is represented by thick and thin arrows,
respectively. F, ficolin; fB, factor B; fD, factor D; fI, factor I, MASP, MBL-associated serine protease; MBL, mannose-binding
lectin; RCA, regulators of complement activation.
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Anaphylatoxin
A small protein fragment
(approximately 10 kDa) that is
generated during the
activation of complement
components. C3a and C5a
trigger a range of inflammatory
and immune-stimulating
responses by binding to their
receptors (C3aR and C5aR) on
various effector cells. The
chemotactic activity of C5a is
100-fold higher than that of
C3a; no such activities or
receptors have so far been
described for C4a.

Toll-like receptor
A pattern-recognition receptor
that recognizes a range of
surface structures on
pathogens (for example,
proteoglycans and
lipopolysaccharides). Toll-like
receptors are expressed on
most immune cells and their
activation and signalling
induces numerous
inflammatory, innate and
adaptive immune responses.

Short consensus repeat
The structural building block of
many complement regulators
and receptors (for example,
factor H and CR1). These
B-sheet-rich domains, which are
composed of approximately 60
residues, are also found in viral
complement-evasion factors
and other proteins (for
example, selectins, clotting
factor XIII B and GABA
receptors).

amplification of complement activation by the formation of a surface-bound C3 convertase; and assembly of
the C5 convertases. Cleavage of C5 induces the formation of a multiprotein pore complex (the membraneattack complex (MAC)), which leads to cell lysis. Both
the covalent attachment of C3b and the stabilization
of the C3 convertase by the complement regulator
properdin are greatly encouraged by hydroxyl-rich
pathogen surfaces. A series of complement receptors
mediate the recognition of opsonized cells by leukocytes, which results in phagocytosis and the stimulation of the adaptive immune system (for example, by
B and T cells). Finally, the anaphylatoxins C3a and C5a
are released during complement activation and trigger
a range of chemotactic and pro-inflammatory responses
(for example, the recruitment of inflammatory cells and
an increase in microvasculature permeability). In this
way, the complement cascade also supports and promotes the function of downstream mechanisms of the
immune response.
Excessive complement activation on self tissue has
severe effects and can lead to the development of various
diseases2,9,10. In addition to a location- and time-based
restriction to immediate sites of activation, a finely tuned
set of soluble and membrane-bound regulators ensure that
any action of complement on host cells is either prevented
or actively inhibited. These structurally similar regulators of complement activation (RCA) comprise complement receptor 1 (CR1), factor H, factor H-like protein-1
(FHL-1), C4-binding protein (C4BP), decay-accelerating
factor (DAF) and membrane cofactor protein (MCP).
RCA either destabilize the C3 convertase (decay-acceleration activity; carried out by CR1, factor H, FHL-1, C4BP
and DAF) or promote the factor-I-mediated degradation
of C3b to iC3b (cofactor activity; carried out by CR1, factor H, C4BP, FHL-1 and MCP). CR1 also acts as a cofactor
for an additional factor-I cleavage of iC3b to C3d. A structurally unrelated regulator protein, CD59, prevents formation of the MAC. Finally, the glycoprotein C1-inhibitor
controls the activity of several enzymes that are involved
in the first steps of the classical and lectin pathways (C1r,
C1s and MBL-associated serine protease).
This arsenal of proteases, active components and
regulators is not only essential for the efficient elimination of microbial intruders, but also modulates the functions of the adaptive immune system11. Complement also
seems to be able to communicate with other important
cascades and networks in the human body. Such connections have, for example, been shown for the coagulation
system7. Furthermore, recent data suggest that crosstalk
between complement and Toll-like receptors might have
synergistic effects in the immune response to infections12,13. Despite all of its benefits, however, the many
proteins that are involved in this powerful network also
provide pathogenic organisms with numerous locations
where anti-complement strategies can be executed.

Mechanisms of complement evasion
The ability to escape the elaborate machinery of the human
immune system is a key determinant in the virulence of
pathogens. In fact, immune-evasion strategies are often
134 | FEBRUARY 2008 | VOLUME 6
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focused on the complement system, which is a centrepiece of innate immunity and is generally regarded as the
first line of defence against pathogenic microorganisms.
Our knowledge of how these escape mechanisms function on a molecular level has increased remarkably in
recent years. Identification of the individual pathogenic
proteins and their human targets has been one crucial
step in this task and the list of complement-targeting
proteins is constantly growing. Despite this plethora of
complement-binding proteins (Supplementary information S1 (table)), their mechanisms of action can be
condensed to a few successful strategies: the recruitment
or mimicking of complement regulators; the modulation or
inhibition of complement proteins by direct interactions; and inactivation by enzymatic degradation (FIG. 1b;
TABLE 1). In addition to these strategies, many microorganisms also possess passive evasive features — a prominent example is the cell wall of Gram-positive bacteria,
which prevents lysis by the MAC14. The following sections focus on the active complement-evasion strategies
and illustrate their common and unique features.
Making use of the host’s arsenal — acquiring regulators.
The presence of RCA on cell surfaces is a key determinant for complement function on self and non-self
cells. Although most pathogens do not express RCA
on their surfaces, they have found ways to adapt
by stably binding the RCA that circulate in human
plasma15 (FIG. 1b; TABLE 1). In fact, of all the mechanisms of complement evasion that are used by various
pathogens, trapping RCA is by far the most widely
disseminated strategy for avoiding the complement
response. RCA recruitment is common in bacteria 16
(for example, Escherichia coli, Borrelia burgdorferi and
streptococci), but has also been described for viruses17
(for example, HIV-1), fungi18,19 (for example, Candida
albicans) and parasites20 (for example, Echinococcus
spp.) (Supplementary information S1 (table)). The
recruitment strategy has important advantages: RCA
are the natural regulators of complement and are evolutionarily tuned to fulfil their functions; they are produced by the host and are available in relatively high
concentrations; and they share common structural
features, called short consensus repeat (SCR) domains,
that allow the same pathogen-derived binding protein
to recruit different host RCA.
Although they are less potent than the cell-surfacebound CR1, the availability of C4BP, factor H and
FHL-1 as soluble proteins means that these proteins are
also primary targets. All three regulators show decay
acceleration and cofactor activity. Owing to their size
and multivalency, the captured regulators do not usually
lose their overall activity. In many cases, the recruitment function can be attributed to a family of similar
proteins in a bacterial genus. Typical examples are the
complement-regulator-acquiring proteins in Borrelia
spp., porins in Neisseria spp. and the M protein family
in Streptococcus spp.16 The recruitment of regulators
is not restricted to soluble RCA, however. The in vivo
transfer of membrane-bound regulators (MCP, DAF
and CD59) between human cells has been reported21,
www.nature.com/reviews/micro
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Table 1 | Examples of complement evasion proteins and their targets on host cells*
Complement evasion protein

Host target

Antibody depletion
Staphylococcal protein A (SpA)

IgG

Complement inhibition
Extracellular fibrinogen-binding protein (Efb)

C3 and C3b-containing convertases

Staphylococcal superantigen-like protein-7 (SSL-7)

C5

Staphylococcus complement inhibitor (SCIN)

C3 convertases

Complement C2 receptor trispanning protein (CRIT)

C2

Chemotaxis inhibitory protein of Staphylococcus aureus
(CHIPS)

C5a receptor (C5aR)

Regulators of complement activation (RCA) recruitment
Complement-regulator-acquiring protein
(CRASP)

Factor H, factor H-like protein-1 (FHL-1) and C4-binding
protein (C4BP)

M protein family

Factor H, FHL-1 and C4BP

RCA mimicry
Variola virus complement-control protein (VCP)

C3b and C3 convertases

Smallpox protein of complement enzymes (SPICE)

C3b and C3 convertases

Proteolytic degradation
Staphylokinase

C3b and IgG (by activation of plasmin)

Pseudomonas elastase (PaE)

C3

56 kDa protease

C5a

*See Supplementary information S1 (table) for an extended list of microbial evasion proteins.

and the acquisition of CD59 by this mechanism has
been suggested for E. coli22 and Helicobacter pylori23.
Finally, some viruses camouflage themselves with
RCA-containing host membrane during budding or
stimulate RCA expression on the host cell24.
Certain viruses have found ways to produce soluble
proteins that closely mimic the structure and function
of host regulators (FIG. 1b; TABLE 1). The orthopoxviruses variola (smallpox) and vaccinia express complement-inhibitory proteins25,26 that consist of four SCR
domains. These modules are the common building
blocks and functional entities of all human RCA, and
are also found in complement receptors (for example,
CR2) and factors (for example, factor B). Structural
analysis of the complete vaccinia virus complementcontrol protein (VCP)27 (FIG. 2a) clearly demonstrated its
similarity to human RCA, such as DAF (FIG. 2b). Despite
their small size compared with endogenous factor H (20
SCRs) and CR1 (30 SCRs), both VCP and the smallpox
inhibitor of complement enzymes (SPICE) show decay
acceleration as well as cofactor activity. Although these
proteins vary in only 11 residues, the resulting changes
in the electrostatic surface potential seem to have dramatic effects on their regulatory potency; SPICE had a
1000-fold higher inhibitory activity for the alternative
pathway than VCP28. Similar RCA-like proteins have
also been described for monkeypox29 and cowpox30,
two viruses that can infect humans. Interestingly, the
monkeypox protein MOPICE (monkeypox inhibitor of
complement proteins) contains only three SCR units
and lacks decay-accelerating activity. Although a membrane-bound VCP homologue has been reported in
NATURE REVIEWS | MICROBIOLOGY
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vaccinia virus (B5R)31, no complement-based functions
could be detected for this protein (J.D.L., unpublished
observations). Recent discoveries show that the same
class of molecule is also produced in herpes viruses.
A type 1 membrane protein that has four SCR repeats
and dual complement-regulation activity has been
isolated from Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated herpesvirus
(HHV-8) and has been named Kaposica32.
The structural correspondence between these regulators and host RCA (FIG. 2) might reflect their ancient
human origins, as the hijacking and implementation
of sequences that encode beneficial host proteins has
long been recognized as a hallmark of viral biology
and evolution. However, viruses might not be the only
microorganisms that follow this strategy. For example,
complement-regulatory proteins have been described for
various Ixodes spp. ticks. Both the Ixodes scapularis anticomplement protein (ISAC) and its counterpart from
Ixodes ricinus (IRAC) exert decay-acceleration activity
on the C3 convertases. However, any structural similarities between these proteins and host RCA has yet to be
confirmed33,34.
Cutting through complement: pathogenic proteases.
The degradation of complement components into
smaller, non-functional fragments is the primary task
of complement-active proteases. This class of evasion proteins has been reported almost exclusively
in bacteria and targets a wide range of substrates. For
example, the degradation of immunoglobulins (Igs) and
C1q (for example, by Pseudomonas elastase (PaE)
and alkaline protease (PaAP)) prevents activation
VOLUME 6 | FEBRUARY 2008 | 135
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Figure 2 | Molecular mimicry of human complement regulators by viruses.
Certain orthopox viruses and herpes viruses express proteins that closely mimic the
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structure and function of human regulators of complement
activation.
structural
similarity is illustrated for vaccinia virus complement-control protein (VCP; Protein
Data Bank (PDB) code: 1G40 (REF. 27)) (a) and human decay-accelerating factor (DAF;
PDB code: 1OJV102) (b), both of which have four short consensus repeat (SCR) domains.
These SCRs (or complement control protein modules) are common structural motifs in
complement components (for example, complement receptors and regulators) and other
proteins (such as selectins).

by the classical pathway35, whereas cleavage of C5a (by
the 56 kDa protease from Serratia marcescens36 or the
C5a peptidases from streptococci37) efficiently disables C5a-mediated pro-inflammatory and chemotactic
signalling. Streptococcal pyrogenic exotoxin B was
found to degrade the complement regulator properdin, which subsequently loses its ability to stabilize
the convertases on pathogenic surfaces38. Inactivation
of C3 by cleavage into non-functional fragments has
been described for Pseudomonas spp. proteases (PaE
and PaAP) and Porphyromonas spp. proteases (PrtH)35.
A rare example of non-bacterial proteases that have
complement activity has been observed in the parasitic worm Schistosoma mansoni, which degrades iC3b
using a 28-kDa protease, resulting in impaired binding
to CR3 (REF. 39).
The acquisition and activation of host proteases
is a more recently described alternative to the enzymatic attenuation of complement. For example, the
conversion of endogenous plasminogen into plasmin
on bacterial surfaces can lead to the degradation of
immunoglobulin G (IgG) and C3 fragments. Although
a range of bacteria express plasminogen activators
and/or receptors40, this mechanism is best described
for S. aureus (discussed below)41.
Direct interventions — microbial complement inhibitors.
A series of highly specific protein–protein interactions
is the driving force behind the sophisticated activation
and regulatory mechanisms of the complement system.
Any interruption of the individual binding events can
break this delicate balance and destabilize complement efficiency. It is surprising, therefore, that only a
136 | FEBRUARY 2008 | VOLUME 6
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few direct complement inhibitors have been identified
so far; most of these have been discovered in S. aureus
and their molecular mechanisms are more thoroughly
discussed in the following section. The CD59-like protein from B. burgdorferi is one of the few examples of
a direct complement inhibitor in other bacteria. This
membrane-bound protein, which has affinity for C9
and C8b, is able to inhibit MAC formation. Similarly,
streptococcal inhibitor of complement (SIC) has been
found to prevent MAC formation by interfering with
the C5b–C7 and C5b–C8 complexes. These functions
of SIC seem to be paradoxical, as streptococci are
already resistant to MAC-mediated cytolysis owing
to their cell-wall structure14,42. This seemingly makes
SIC ineffective, or at least redundant, in this respect.
Although additional non-complement functionalities have been attributed to SIC, the reason for its
MAC-inhibitory potential remains unsolved.
In herpes viruses, anti-complement activities have
been attributed to several glycoproteins. The most versatile examples are the transmembrane gC1 and gC2
from herpes simplex virus type 1 and 2, respectively.
Both glycoproteins were found to bind C3b and specifically accelerate the decay of the alternative pathway C3
convertase43. Although gC2 has a tenfold stronger affinity for C3b44, only gC1 can also inhibit the interaction
of C3b with C5 and properdin45. Other glycoproteins of
the herpes virus family have Fc-receptor properties and
can deplete antibody recognition and the activation of
the classical pathway43,46. Ig-inactivating proteins have
also been identified in bacteria, such as S. aureus and
group G streptococci35.
Certain human parasites also express direct complement inhibitors. The complement C2 receptor
trispanning protein has been detected in species of
Schistosoma and Trypanosoma. This protein disrupts
the interaction between C2 and C4 and, therefore,
prevents formation of the classical pathway C3 convertase47. Furthermore, the Schistosoma spp. protein
paramyosin prevents MAC formation by binding C8
and C9 (REF. 48), and has other immunomodulatory
activities because of its binding affinity for C1q and
IgG 49. Finally, soft ticks of the genus Ornithodoros
express at least one protein that keeps complement
activation in check during their blood meal. The
17 kDa Ornithodoros moubata complement inhibitor
has been shown to directly bind to C5 and prevent its
cleavage, probably by inhibiting substrate binding to
the C5 convertase50,51.
Finding the right mixture of activation and inhibition.
Although complement inhibition and regulation is the
predominant mechanism that is used to evade host
immune defence by most pathogens, there is increasing evidence that some microorganisms actively
induce complement activity for their own purposes.
One of the most intriguing examples of fine-tuning
antipodal actions that is used to ‘outwit’ host immune
defence is that accomplished by HIV-1 — although
this virus takes advantage of opsonization to enter
human cells through complement receptors (BOX 1),
www.nature.com/reviews/micro
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the terminal actions, such as MAC formation and phagocytosis, must be avoided. Strikingly, the same glycoproteins that activate complement through the classical and
lectin pathways (gp41 and gp120, respectively) are also
responsible for recruiting the regulators factor H and
CD59 to the surface of the virus. In addition to inhibition
of MAC formation by CD59, the degradation of C3b by
factor I and factor H reduces amplification. However, the
presence of iC3b still allows HIV-1 to hijack complement
receptors to enter immune cells (BOX 1).
The diversity of the complement-targeting proteins
(proteases, inhibitors and regulators) suggests that certain bacteria might have developed a similarly elaborate
Box 1 | Hitchhiking with complement to enter host cells
C1q or mannose-binding lectin

gp350/220
EBV

Complement
activation

gp41
gp120

C3b

HIV-1

RCA
iC3b
Cell entry

Opsonization
RCA recruitment
Degradation

Cell entry

CR2

CR3

Host cell

Many human pathogens increase their virulence by avoiding
confrontation
with
Nature
Reviews | Microbiology
complement components or inactivating them through inhibition and degradation.
However, a small group of pathogens, predominantly viruses, follow a completely
different strategy by using complement receptors (CR) as an entry port into host cells.
The general principle of binding to human target receptors using surface proteins,
with subsequent internalization, is common to most viruses89, yet only a few target
complement proteins3,17. For example, Epstein–Barr virus (EBV) expresses the
glycoprotein gp350/220, which specifically interacts with CR2 on Bcells and
immature T cells (see the figure, left), ultimately causing infectious mononucleosis
(Pfeiffer’s disease)90,91. In addition, surface-bound complement regulators serve as
targets for the measles virus (haemagglutinin binds to membrane cofactor protein
(MCP))92, human herpesvirus 6 (glycoprotein H binds to MCP)93 and some
enteroviruses (coxsackievirus and echovirus bind to decay-accelerating factor
(DAF))17. Similarly, surface-bound complement regulators, such as DAF and MCP, are
recognized by other microbial proteins (for example, the Dr adhesin ofEscherichia
coli94) and have important roles in the infectivity and colonization of these pathogens.
Even without expressing complement-specific surface proteins, pathogens have
found intriguing ways to use the hitchhiking principle — they voluntarily activate
complement to become opsonized and take advantage of the deposited C3
fragments to interact with complement receptors on human cells. This formidable
strategy has been observed in viruses (for example, HIV-1) (see the figure, right)3,95
and Mycobacterium tuberculosis, both of which use CR3 (REF. 96). However, the
destructive potential of complement requires that the pathogen keeps
complement activation in check by other mechanisms, such as the recruitment of
host regulators of complement activity (RCA). Specific blockage of these
activation and attachment steps could be a promising approach in the
development of antimicrobial therapies.
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network of balanced complement activation and inhibition. In this respect, S. aureus produces a nearly unparalleled ensemble of immune-evasive molecules that target
the complement system.

S. aureus — a master of complement evasion
S. aureus is a prototypic opportunistic pathogen and a
leading cause of nosocomial and community-acquired
infections52. Perhaps more than any other bacterial pathogen, S. aureus has evolved the ability to adapt to, and
persist within, the diverse physiological microenvironments of its host (for example, skin and bones). Recent
studies on this versatile bacterium have uncovered a
formidable arsenal of virulence-facilitating proteins and
structures that contribute to its pathogenesis.
Whereas the impact of S. aureus cell-surface-retained
adhesins on host invasion and colonization has been
firmly established53,54, the identities and functions of this
bacterium’s immune-evading molecules have emerged
only recently (reviewed in REFS 35,55–57). Several
studies have revealed new mechanisms of immune
evasion and modulation, and S. aureus has developed
into a model system to study the fascinating interplay
of host–pathogen interactions. Some strains synthesize capsular polysaccharides58 that have been shown
to impede antibody recognition59,60 and interfere with
opsonization and C3b recognition by its receptors61. As
the peptidoglycan-rich structure of its Gram-positive
cell wall renders the bacterium resistant to MAC formation42,55, most of the active evasion processes of S. aureus
target the initial, amplifying and pro-inflammatory steps
of complement activation.
Prevention of complement initiation. There are several
mechanisms through which S. aureus impairs initiation
of the classical pathway. Among these, the structure
and function of staphylococcal protein A (SpA) (FIG. 3a)
has been characterized most extensively. This surfacebound protein recognizes the Fc domain of Igs with high
affinity62,63, which results in inverted tagging and blockage of the C1q (and FcG receptor) binding sites. It has
been shown that SpA can also bind to the C1q receptor
gC1qR/p33, which is highly expressed on the surface of
activated platelets and endothelial cells64. However, this
mechanism might be more closely associated with cell
adhesion, through bridging to fibrinogen, than immune
evasion65. Combined with the recent discovery that SpA
can bind to von Willebrand factor and tumour-necrosis
factor receptor 1 (REFS 66,67), these findings could reflect
a far more versatile role for SpA than was initially realized. Interestingly, a second, less-characterized protein
that has Ig-binding properties, called Sbi (S. aureus
IgG-binding protein), has been described68. Whether Sbi
shares the same physiological versatility as SpA remains
to be established.
Distinct use of proteolytic enzymes. Even for proteases, S. aureus has developed an indirect but highly
efficient way of counteracting complement. Although
staphylokinase is not an enzyme itself, the formation of a complex with plasminogen converts this
VOLUME 6 | FEBRUARY 2008 | 137
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Inhibits C5a signalling

C5a receptors
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Figure 3 | Complement-targeting proteins in Staphylococcus aureus. A range of
S. aureus proteins that interact with targets from the complement
system
have been
Nature Reviews
| Microbiology
structurally analysed. a | The immunoglobulin G (IgG)-binding module of
staphylococcal protein A (SpA; Protein Data Bank (PDB) code: 1BDD63), the
C3-binding domain of the extracellular fibrinogen-binding protein (Efb; PDB code:
2GOM74) and staphylococcal complement inhibitor (SCIN; PDB code: 2QFF78) share
similar structural motifs, but show differential functionality. b | Both staphylococcal
superantigen-like protein-7 (SSL-7; PDB code: 1V1O103) and the chemotaxis
inhibitory protein of S. aureus (CHIPS; PDB code: 1XEE104) attenuate complement on
the level of C5, but bind to unrelated targets (C5 protein and C5a receptor,
respectively). The solution structure of human C5a (obtained by nuclear magnetic
resonance at pH 5.2; PDB code: 1KJS105) is shown as a comparison. All proteinstructure representations are coloured according to their secondary structure
(A-helices in red and B-sheets in yellow).

A-defensin
A cationic, cyclic, cysteine-rich
peptide of 15–20 amino acids
that belongs to a family of
antimicrobial peptides.
Whereas A-defensins are
mainly expressed in
mammalian neutrophils, other
members of this family have
been described in various
species within mammals,
insects and plants. Although
these peptides are thought to
primarily disrupt microbial cell
walls, they might also act as
immunomodulators.

endogenous protein into the active serine protease plasmin. The broad substrate spectrum of plasmin includes
C3 and human IgG. Even more strikingly, plasmin was
recently shown to bind to the surface of S. aureus and
remove deposited IgG, C3b and iC3b from its surface,
thereby reversing the effect of opsonization41. Plasmin
cleavage of IgG at its hinge region might also attenuate
classical-pathway activation through C1q. In addition
to plasmin activation, staphylokinase directly abolishes
the bactericidal properties of A-defensins, which makes
it an important colonization factor69. Although the
anti-opsonization activities of surface-activated plasmin
have so far only been described for S. aureus, the presence of plasminogen activators and receptors on various
other bacteria40 suggests that this strategy could be more
widely prevalent.
Suppression of complement amplification. Surprisingly,
no RCA-recruiting proteins have been reported
for S. aureus so far. However, recent reports have
described the factor-I-mediated degradation of C3b
to iC3b that is independent of factor H on the surface of certain S. aureus strains. The overall result of
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this process is the decreased efficiency of bacterial
killing by phagocytic neutrophils70,71. Although these
findings are suggestive of a bacterially derived cofactor protein, current evidence suggests that S. aureus
has evolved different pathways for counteracting
the downstream actions of complement. By targeting the central components C3 and C5, most of the
opsonization, amplification and signalling steps can
be efficiently suppressed. In fact, there are several
unique S. aureus proteins that inhibit the conversion
of native C3 to C3b. Extracellular fibrinogen-binding
protein (Efb) was the first C3b-binding protein to
be identified in S. aureus and was shown to inhibit
opsonophagocytosis by granulocytes72. Biochemical
and structural studies revealed that Efb binds to the
thioester-containing C3d domain of C3 through
its three-helix bundle carboxy-terminal domain
(Efb-C) 73,74 (FIG. 3a) . Recently, an Efb-homologous
protein (Ehp) from S. aureus was reported 75 that
shares a high level of structural similarity with Efb-C.
Surprisingly, Ehp can bind two molecules of C3d and
is a more potent inhibitor of C3 conversion through
the alternative pathway75. Both proteins produce their
effects by inducing conformational changes in C3 that
render this central component unable to participate in
downstream activation events74,75. A recent study indicates that Efb and Ehp (designated Ecb in this case76)
can also bind to the C3b-containing convertases and,
therefore, prevent the cleavage of both C3 (amplification) and C5 (generation of C5a)76. This convertasecentred inhibition is probably a manifestation of a
conformational change in C3b that has occurred upon
the binding of Efb74.
S. aureus also expresses another group of small,
helical proteins that block complement activation.
These staphylococcal complement inhibitors (SCINs)
(FIG. 3a) seem to stabilize the C3 convertases in a nonfunctional state, thereby efficiently blocking all three
pathways77. In contrast to Efb and Ehp, SCINs bind
only to the assembled C3 convertases76–78 and not to
C3 or its fragments. Both the Efb and SCIN families
share a high degree of structural similarity with the
IgG-binding module of SpA74,78 (FIG. 3a). However, a
closer inspection of these structures reveals that the
spatial arrangement of the helices is distinct. SCINs
are more similar to SpA than Efb or Ehp, which may
partly explain the differential binding specificities of
these proteins.
Inhibition on the level of C5. In addition to the interference at the stage of C3, S. aureus also produces two
proteins that disrupt the downstream inflammatory
responses that are carried out by C5 and its activation
products. Staphylococcal superantigen-like protein-7
(SSL-7) (FIG. 3b) has recently been shown to bind
native C5 with high affinity, resulting in the inhibition of complement-mediated haemolysis and killing
of E. coli in an in vitro setting79. SSL-7 also interacts
with IgA in a C5-independent manner79. Separately,
the chemotaxis inhibitory protein of S. aureus
(CHIPS) (FIG. 3b) was found to impair neutrophil and
www.nature.com/reviews/micro
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monocyte responses to C5a signalling, primarily by
interacting with and antagonizing the C5a receptor80–82. Although CHIPS does not share substantial
homology in either sequence or secondary structure
with the natural ligand C5a (FIG. 3b), the similar overall
shape and size of these molecules might explain their
competition for the same receptor. Interestingly, and
despite their structurally and functionally unrelated
targets (native C5 and C5a receptor, respectively),
the structures of SSL-7 and CHIPS share some similarities55 (FIG. 3b). In this respect, the prominent fold
that is observed in both proteins is related to the
B-grasp domains that are found in several bacterial
superantigens and superantigen-like proteins 82,83,
and are representative of a large family of bacterial
immune-evasion proteins.

B-grasp domain
A structural fold that consists
of anti-parallel B-strands that
‘grasp’ a single A-helix. Initially
described as the central
structural element of ubiquitin,
this fold was later identified in
several other proteins. Despite
its small size, it has a wide
range of functions and is
present in enzymatic, binding
and signalling proteins. B-grasp
domains are central elements
in the structures of a number of
bacterial immune-evasion
proteins.

Therapeutic potential
Our increasing knowledge of individual microbial
agents, their human targets and their mechanisms
of action could not only facilitate our understanding of
microbial infection but also pave the way towards new
therapeutics. Currently, our arsenal of antibiotic drugs
is becoming alarmingly ineffective against many severe
infectious diseases and the pipeline of novel therapeutic
concepts is thin. In the past, drug-screening initiatives
focused mainly on bacterial metabolism targets rather
than immune evasion84. Nevertheless, recent discoveries of complement-attenuating proteins have revealed
some promising, albeit indirect, targets for therapeutic
intervention. One potential limitation of this approach
is that microorganisms often have multiple, sometimes
redundant, evasion mechanisms15, and not all of these
are equally important in pathogenesis. For example,
the acquisition of factor H is not essential for the
mammalian infection of B. burgdorferi85. Although
confirmation of individual proteins as virulence factors by in vivo mutational studies should be a first
and crucial step for selecting drug targets, it is clear
that classifying promising targets by basic research
will provide the foundation of any such development
efforts. To this end, governmental initiatives, such as
that implemented by the United States Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) — for example, the Antibiotic
Safety and Innovation amendment to the Revitalization
Act and the Orphan Drug Act — may provide new
incentives for antibiotic drug development in which
evasion strategies are targeted86.
Whereas the development of new antibiotics might
represent a speculative endeavour, the path towards
the development of new therapeutics for complementmediated diseases seems clearer. Increased activation
or insufficient regulation of this attack system on
human cells is known to induce an ever-growing list of
autoimmune, inflammatory and ischaemic conditions9.
In many cases, the mechanisms that are involved have
been revealed and numerous attractive pharmacological targets within the complement network have been
identified2. Nonetheless, the number of anti-complement
therapeutics on the market remains surprisingly limited10. In this respect, many microbial proteins are adept
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at inhibiting the complement response, and these molecules provide a broad structural and functional framework for complement-modulating agents. Although the
therapeutic administration of soluble forms of human
RCA has long been considered to be an ideal method
for supporting the natural regulation of complement,
their size (for example, soluble CR1) or restricted activity (for example, soluble DAF and MCP) has limited this
approach. In this context, the development of modified,
non-immunogenic viral RCA mimics based on SPICE
and VCP could overcome some of these limitations, as
they have high decay-acceleration and cofactor activity
but are comparatively small. Indeed, VCP has been tested
in an in vitro model of Alzheimer’s disease and animal
models of head trauma87,88. Furthermore, the structural
information on these highly potent mimics27,28 could
serve as a template for designing modified host RCA
that have enhanced functional properties.
The versatile arsenal of direct complement inhibitors
that is provided by S. aureus could be another promising source of drug templates. As potent inhibitors of
the alternative pathway, proteins such as Efb, Ehp and
SCIN have clinical potential for pathological conditions
in which the excessive or uncontrolled generation of
C3b seems to result in disease (for example, age-related
macular degeneration). Owing to its broad specificity
for all C3 convertases, SCIN could also be effective for
conditions in which activation of the classical pathway
is involved (for example, systemic lupus erythematosus).
Finally, impairing the signalling function of the C5a
receptor using CHIPS could serve as a new approach
for a range of inflammatory disorders. Although all
these proteins are highly soluble and can be expressed
in high quantities, their potential immunogenicity could
severely limit their direct use as therapeutics, as has
recently been shown for CHIPS82. However, the availability of robust structural data for these proteins (in
some cases, even as co-crystals with their human target
(BOX 2)) should facilitate the rational design of smaller,
synthetic compounds that mimic the potent functions
of these microbial proteins.

Perspectives
The coexistence of humans and microorganisms has
generated a fascinating interplay of mechanisms that
maintain the balance between infection, defence and
evasion. For many infectious diseases, however, this balance is changed in favour of the pathogenic intruders.
Alongside many other factors, such as cell adhesion and
entry or colonization efficiency, avoiding the attacks of
the immune system is a key determinant of microbial
survival inside an often hostile host environment. The
diverse and elaborate evasion strategies that are discussed
here illustrate the importance of the human complement
system as a target for immune escape.
The new structural insights into complement
evasion, combined with our increased knowledge of
complement functions in microbial defence and human
disease, provide an exciting platform for long-awaited
progress in research. In this context, combinations of
various techniques and more systemic approaches are
VOLUME 6 | FEBRUARY 2008 | 139
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Box 2 | Building structure into complement evasion
The recent increase in structural information for microbial
evasion proteins and individual complement components
(reviewed in REFS 97,98) has vitally enriched our
comprehension of immune-escape mechanisms. However,
for a detailed understanding of the underlying processes,
and the development of therapeutic interventions,
knowledge of the co-crystal structures between
pathogenic proteins and their complement targets would
be highly beneficial. Except for the early examples of
staphylococcal protein A (SpA) and streptococcal protein G
(SpG), which bind to the Fc portion of immunoglobulin G
(IgG)99,100, no such structural information has been available.
Fortunately, the recent release of the complex structures
between C3d and two staphylococcal inhibitors — the
carboxyl terminus of extracellular fibrinogen-binding
protein (Efb-C)74 (Protein Data Bank (PDB) code: 2GOX) and
Efb-homologous protein (Ehp)75 (PDB code: 2NOJ) — have
provided a first and important step in this direction.
On the one hand, a detailed characterization of the binding
interface between bacterial and host proteins can identify key
residues and essential thermodynamic properties for the
interaction. For example, electrostatic contributions have not
only been found to be highly important in the case of Efb and
Ehp, in which the mutation of two charged residues to alanine
completely abolished C3d binding and complement
inhibition74,75, but also for vaccinia virus complement control
protein (VCP) and smallpox inhibitor of complement enzymes
(SPICE)28. This could indicate a general principle of
complement-targeted interaction that needs to be observed
and validated in the future. On the other hand, the
combination of structural information with biophysical and
biochemical methods provides a fascinating insight into the
molecular mechanism of C3 inhibition by Efb and Ehp.
Whereas direct binding studies indicate preferential binding to
native C3, rather than its active fragment C3b, biochemical
data suggest a conformational change is induced upon
complex formation. Structural alignment of the Efb-C–C3d cocrystal with the C3d domains of native C3 and C3b supported
this hypothesis; whereas Efb-C might contact additional sites
in C3, its docking to C3b led to steric hindrance (seethe
figure). This example shows how detailed structural
information, combined with biochemical and interaction
data101, can further propel this area of research.

Efb-C

an important premise for coping with the complex
nature of host–pathogen interactions. The continued
availability of sequenced microbial genomes can only
supplement our list of known complement-targeting
proteins. With an eye to the future, continued studies
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Summary
The human complement system has a pivotal role in the recognition, opsonization
and elimination of microbial intruders. This functionality is maintained by a wellbalanced interaction network of serum proteins and cell-surface receptors.
Over thousands of years of co-evolution, many microorganisms have developed
specific complement-evasion strategies to escape the attack of the immune system.
Although some of these strategies are highly specific for a single species, others are
shared more broadly among bacteria, viruses, fungi and parasites.
The most prevalent complement-evasion mechanism seems to be the capture of
soluble host complement regulators on the microbial surface or the expression of
their structural mimics. However, the inactivation of complement components by
proteolytic degradation or specific inhibition of essential functional sites is also
frequently observed.
Staphylococcus aureus has a particularly wide and diverse arsenal of complementevasion proteins, many of which have been discovered only recently. These
numerous evasion strategies could contribute to the high virulence of this
bacterium.
Structural biology is an indispensable tool for characterizing the structure and
function of complement-evasion proteins. Recent publications of the co-crystal
structures of evasion proteins with their human targets have allowed an even deeper
insight into the molecular basis of these escape mechanisms.
The rapid increase in the structural and functional understanding of complement
evasion could serve as an important starting point for the development of
antimicrobial or complement-targeting therapeutics.
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